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Abstract
In this paper we argue that comparative judgement delivered by online technologies is
a viable, valid and highly reliable alternative to traditional analytical marking. In
the past, comparative judgement has been underused in educational assessment
and measurement, particularly in large-scale testing, mainly due to the lack of
supporting technologies to facilitate the large number of judgements and judges.
We describe the foundations of comparative judgement and dispel many of the
old issues regarding its use in regards to time, cost and training for large-scale
assessment. Studies in the use of comparative judgement and online technologies for
the assessment and measurement of practical performance conducted by Edith Cowan
University provide a context for further promoting its use in educational testing.
Keywords: Comparative judgement, Paired comparison, Pairwise comparison, Online
assessment, Creative performance, Relative judgements, Absolute judgements

Background
Assessment is influenced by numerous factors including the teacher’s expertise in the
design and application of a measurement instrument, such as a test, and their judgement of student performance. Inferences and judgements are made about a student’s
learning development based on the evidence provided by a student’s performance; and
judgement making uses evidence in comparison to a standard, or another performance
(e.g. by another student). Performance evidence, its quality, and judgements made are
crucial to reliable assessment and have formed the problem of our research. In this
paper we argue for the increased use of comparative judgement in the assessment of
performance, particularly where creative expression is an integral component of that
performance. Initially the concept of comparative judgement is defined and explained,
then a range of literature is used to provide a rationale for its application to assessment,
the important role of digital technologies is explained, and finally our own research
journey over the past decade in the Centre for Schooling and Learning Technologies
(CSaLT) is used to illustrate the potential.
© 2016 Tarricone and Newhouse. Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons
license, and indicate if changes were made.
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Comparative judgement

The fundamental principle of measurement involves comparison, whether between two
objects or performances or between a performance and a theoretical standard (e.g.
marking criteria). Comparison provides the basis upon which measurement instruments
are developed. Measurement instruments, assessment tasks, are deliberately designed and
developed to measure ability and to classify performance relative to another performance.
Essential to measurement is the construction of the task and its categories, which are used
to compare, classify and identify ability through performance in relation to a well-defined
outcome space (Humphry & Heldsinger, 2007; Wilson, 2005). Therefore, the basis of
measurement is comparison, based on a specific outcome space and developed criteria
that identify what performance outcomes are being measured and the categories of the
performance (Andrich, 1988; Rasch, 1961; Wilson, 2005).
Comparative judgement, comparative pairs, pairwise comparison or paired comparison are terms that are used to describe a measurement method, which involves making
inferences based on specific task criteria about one student’s performance compared
with another’s, in contrast to comparison with a theoretical standard in analytical
methods. This means that through comparison, items, objects or performances are
measured with reference to another item, object or performance (Andrich, 1988; Rasch,
1961; Thurstone, 1927). Arguably comparative judgement began when Fechner (1860)
first introduced the psychophysical method which involved ranking objects of physical
magnitude; this method was later investigated and extended by Thurstone (1927, 1954).
Comparative judgement was originally used for the pairing of psychophysical stimuli,
such as weight, height and for measuring values and attitudes (Andrich, 1988; Bramley et al.
1998; Fechner, 1860; Jones & Alcock, 2014; Jones et al. 2015; Thurstone, 1927, 1954). The
original conception of comparative judgement was that repeated comparisons of pairs of
items, objects or performance used for an immediate perception with minimal cognitive
processing. A comparison for quality takes more time than a comparison for magnitude. An
example of an early study applying comparison for quality was by Bradley and Terry (1952),
who investigated the feasibility of using comparative judgement to determine the quality of
pork meat. Inferences of quality are made based on the criteria and this informs the estimation of the scale location. The process and outcome of the comparison involves estimating
or inferring the scale location of the performances/instances, not based on the origin being
relative to an absolute zero (Bond & Fox, 2001; Humphry & Heldsinger, 2007).
Measurement of ability (i.e. latent trait) from performance relies upon comparison to
infer thresholds and form an interval scale (Andrich, 1988; Andrich & Luo, 2003).
Thresholds, classifications or intervals on the latent-trait continuum represent a range
of abilities. But differences in ability are not necessarily equal, and therefore the thresholds
or intervals on the continuum cannot be proportioned equally. The location of a student’s
ability on the continuum is inferred by the judgment of their performance on a task or
tasks in a specific knowledge domain. A foundation of the latent-trait continuum is that
learning is cumulative and prior knowledge becomes the basis for the development of
new knowledge and understandings (Humphry & Heldsinger, 2007). Inference and
subsequent probabilistic mapping of ability and growth on a continuum, or ‘underlying
growth continua’, is fundamental to the Rasch (1980) latent-trait theory (Andrich, 1988).
Andrich (1988) argued that “ability is a latent trait, whereas performances are the observable manifestations of ability … in making observations that reflect properties, the actual
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properties are abstractions based on the patterns of observations” (p. 14). Based on
Andrich’s conception, the latent nature of ability means that comparisons cannot be
deterministic, but are probabilistic.
Deterministic classifications involve comparisons that are determined with certainty
(Andrich, 1988). However, comparisons cannot be deterministic if they are measuring ability
because it is difficult to determine with certainty the classification of abilities as they are not
necessarily fully observable. Therefore, the comparisons are probabilistic; meaning that the
outcomes of the comparisons are based on frequency, or some likelihood and qualitative
judgment. In addition, invariance of classification is essential to measurement in a two-way
frame of reference, such as in comparative judgement (Andrich, 1988). The Guttman structure provides a two-way observational frame of reference where comparisons are made between two items, objects or performances in a process of classification (Andrich, 1988;
Bond & Fox, 2001; Humphry & Heldsinger, 2007). The outcomes of such comparisons are
labelled dichotomous as they involve two outcomes represented by the integers of 0 or 1.
Student work samples are compared to each other in this two-way frame of reference to
identify which has achieved the criteria of the assessment at a higher or lower level. Therefore, comparison is used to determine whether each work sample is better (1) or worse (0)
than another work sample. Hence, the ordering or comparison process is not deterministic
but is probabilistic (Humphry & Heldsinger, 2007).
Referring to Thurstone’s work on comparative judgements, Pollitt (2012a), who we
understand initially collaborated with Andrich in the 1970’s, argued that comparisons
can be made with any kind of object including educational performances. Essentially,
assessors’ holistic judgements provide a shared contribution to the development of
a measurement interval scale. The scale represents the outcomes of the assessors’
cumulative comparative judgments of the quality of the psychometric latent trait being measured (Bramley, 2007; Pollitt, 2012a).
Relative and absolute judgements

“There is no absolute judgment. All judgments are comparisons of one thing with
another” (Laming, 2004, p. 9). Absolute and relative judgements are terms that have
been used to describe analytical and comparative judgement assessment methods
respectively. Absolute judgements, analytical traditional marking/scoring, refers to
the allocation of marks/score points or a grade (Gill & Bramley, 2013; Pollitt, 2012a). It
has been contended by researchers that relative, comparative judgements are highly
reliable, more so than absolute, analytical judgements (see Jones & Alcock, 2012,
2014; Laming, 2004; Pollitt, 2012b). Jones and Alcock (2012) argued that “people are
far more reliable when comparing one thing with another than when making absolute
judgements” (p. 64). Pollitt has also consistently supported the argument that comparative
judgements, specifically adaptive comparative judgements, can generate “extremely reliable scores, far higher than traditional marking” with little training (Pollitt, 2012a, p. 168).
For example, a study investigating absolute and relative judgements and standard-setting
by Gill and Bramley (2013) considered the accuracy of holistic comparative judgements in
relation to the original analytical marks of examination scripts that were ‘close together in
overall mark’ in a standard-setting exercise. The assessors made absolute (mark/grade of
each script), relative (script quality compared to another script) and confidence judgements (how confident they were of their judgements). Gill and Bramley found that in the
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standard setting/awarding process, the assessors made more accurate relative judgements
than absolute judgements, and that the judgements that were described by the judges as
‘very confident’ had higher accuracy than other judgements.
Heldsinger and Humphry (2013) identified some advantages of analytical marking
including that the use of criterion marking rubrics provide specific information for
assessors reducing subjectivity. Their review of the literature also suggested that there
have been arguments highlighting concerns regarding the “assumption that using rubrics increases inter-rater reliability and validity, and the overall accuracy and quality of assessment”
(p. 221). Finally, they concluded that assessors may mark leniently, harshly, to a different
standard to others, and may value quality differently leading to a need for a substantial
amount of time allocated to training and moderation. And Pollitt (2012a) argued that “a
marker may award the same average mark, yet discriminate more finely amongst the
objects, in effect being more generous to the better ones and more severe to the
poorer—or vice versa” (p. 168). Therefore, one major downside of absolute, analytical
marking is that ensuring reliability is challenging and costly to monitor. Whereas,
relative judgements can be constantly monitored as they are made, and decisions can
be made if additional judges or judgements are needed to increase reliability. Overall,
there is agreement amongst researchers in the field with Jones and Alcock’s (2012)
argument “that people are far more reliable when comparing one thing with another
than when making absolute judgements” (p. 64). Comparative judgement ensures that
individual judge severity is overcome because the judgement process is focused on
the ‘relative merit’ of each performance and not the individual judge’s standard
(Bramley, 2007, p. 265; Pollitt, 2012a). Also, if judges are making different quality discrimination decisions, the process of comparative judgment, after multiple rounds of
judgements, can accurately rank performance quality (Pollitt, 2012a).
One of the main reasons for high reliability of relative comparative judgements
compared to absolute analytical judgements is that, relative judgements require larger
numbers of judges. Absolute analytical marking uses just one or two markers whereas
comparative judgement requires more than two judges, e.g. ten judges (Pollitt, 2012a). For
example, Pollitt (2012b) refers to his work with Richard Kimbell on the e-scape study of
the assessment of e-portfolios as an example of the high reliability coefficients that can be
achieved with digital assessment and the comparative judgement method. Pollitt posited
that in Kimbell et al.’s (2009) study the high reliability coefficient of 0.96 generated by 28
judges assessing 352 e-portfolios with 3067 judgements was higher than any analytical
marking system could achieve. Studies by Heldsinger and Humphry (2010), (2013) found
that highly reliable comparative judgements of writing scripts by a large number of judges
were made using calibrated exemplars as referents, as suggested by Thurstone (1928).
They argued that comparative judgement, using calibrated exemplars, were successfully
used as a highly reliable method to validate results from large-scale testing programs
without the extensive assessor training and moderation processes that were required
for absolute analytical judgements. In their 2010 study they found a high level of internal
consistency of the teacher judgements and that the comparative judgements were highly
correlated with the results of analytical marking from an Australian large-scale test for the
same students, providing evidence of concurrent validity. These researchers were motivated by concerns about the accuracy of teacher judgements, the quality of information,
including very little diagnostic information, provided by standardized testing. They found
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that complex rubrics used for analytical marking required extensive training, whereas,
comparative judgement required little training. So they found that the assessors’ judgements of writing performance were highly internally consistent and highly reliable, considering that initially the teachers were concerned about making judgements across ability
ranges with which they were not familiar. In a follow-up study Heldsinger and Humphry
(2013) used calibrated writing exemplars as the referents for comparative judgements of
scripts to assess student writing performance. The analysis showed a very high reliability
and internal consistency.
Several researchers have found that judgements based on quality, using specified
holistic criteria, resulted in a more valid assessment of performance (Bramley,
2007; Heldsinger & Humphry, 2010; Pollitt, 2012a). According to Pollitt (2012a)
the high reliability of comparative judgement is a “consequence of the constant
focus on validity” (p. 168) and this “demands and checks that a sufficient consensus exists amongst the pool of judges involved” (p. 167). Comparative judgements
are independent and additional judgements increase reliability (Bramley et al.,
1998; Pollitt, 2012a). Thus, judge bias and misfitting scripts can be easily identified
during the judgement process, and reliability can be improved by increasing the
number of judges and/or the number of judgements (Bramley, 2007). Additional
judgements of work at grade cut-offs can help to improve and consolidate the
ranking of works and improve reliability (Pollitt, 2012a). However, Bramley (2007)
has argued that it is ‘implausible’ that each comparison is independent as the
judges would remember particular scripts. We believe that it may be the case if
the comparative judgements were being conducted with a small number of hard
copy scripts or performances but it would be unlikely with large numbers of
scripts and judgements being made when using online software systems, because
judges may not encounter individual scripts in subsequent comparisons.
Time, cost, training and large-scale testing

Researchers have identified several limitations of comparative judgement. One is the
time that it takes to make the large number of judgements and the number of judges
required to reach the high levels of reliability that can be achieved with comparative
judgement (Bramley et al., 1998; Heldsinger & Humphry, 2013; Jones & Alcock, 2014).
Heldsinger and Humphry (2013) explained that although comparative judgement was
an efficient assessment method complex scripts required additional time to complete the
number of judgements needed for reliability. Bramley (2007) used the term psychological
validity to describe the additional cognitive requirements to make valid and reliable judgements of complex performances, such as scripts, because of the amount of time taken to
make the judgement. Bramley’s psychological validity may have some connection with
what Thurstone (1927, 1954) described as the “discriminal process” (p. 48). According to
Thurstone during comparative judgement the discriminal process encompasses the different reactions to each work sample, item or task as it is being compared to the next work
sample, item or task. Thus the discriminal process leads to the comparative judgement
and affects the time taken.
The issue of time in making comparative judgements was highlighted in a study by
McMahon and Jones (2014), who investigated the use of comparative judgement in the
assessment of a secondary school chemistry experiment. The researchers found that
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the comparative judgement was highly reliable, consistent across judges and the judgements correlated with the analytical marking testing data. The study involved 154 test
scripts and five teachers from a secondary school in Ireland. Altogether they made
1550 judgements using the ‘No More Marking’ online system. All of the scripts were
also analytically marked by two of the five teachers. The researchers found that the
comparative judgements totalled approximately 14 h (3 h per judge) and the analytical
marking totalled approximately 3 h to mark all 154 tests. The two teachers who analytically marked the tests reported that they each took one and a half hours to mark the
tests without providing feedback. The estimated reported marking time seems short for
the number of scripts that were marked. Although the comparative judgements were
more time consuming than the analytical marking, McMahon and Jones acknowledged
that other studies, including our own, have shown otherwise (see Jones et al., 2015;
Kimbell, 2012; Newhouse, 2011). Our review of the test instrument revealed that a possible
reason for this time discrepancy, not identified by the authors, was that it was not conducive
to making holistic judgements. Most of the questions required students to list responses
rather than provide a descriptive response. These questions required the judge to assess
each individual response rather than to make a holistic judgement of the script.
Another time and cost issue is assessor training. Several researchers have found that
assessors needed little training in the use of comparative judgement systems and the
process, including those in which judges had not had specific assessor training (see
Heldsinger & Humphry, 2013; McMahon & Jones, 2014; Pollitt, 2012a). Training generally involves understanding the holistic performance criteria and assessors gaining an
understanding of the quality of the evidence presented in a range of work samples
(Kimbell et al., 2009). For example, in one study Heldsinger and Humphry (2010) found
that training for comparative judgements took approximately half an hour, whereas,
analytical marking rubric training needed a full day. In terms of judgement making,
Heldsinger and Humphry (2013) found that with little training assessors using calibrated exemplars were able to efficiently judge 29 writing performances, one every
three minutes, in one and half hours. Although they specifically did not refer to the
lower cost of comparative judgement they did consistently argue the efficiency of the
method, in terms of training and judgement making, in contrast to traditional, analytical marking. Pollitt (2012b) has consistently argued that comparative judgment can be
conducted at a comparable or lower cost to analytical, traditional marking and that
comparative judgement provides consistently high reliability. Jones and Alcock (2014)
asserted that the larger number of judges in comparative judgement can be more costly
than analytical marking, but this is offset by the greater reliability in the comparative
judgment process.
Use of technology and comparative judgement

It has been noted by Heldsinger and Humphry (2013) that until recently there has been
little use of comparative judgement methods for educational purposes, probably because it
has been considered time consuming, tedious and laborious (see Bramley et al., 1998). The
recent increase in the use of comparative judgment may be largely due to the availability
and use of online software systems, using digitised student works, by small groups of
researchers in the UK and in Western Australia. These online systems, such as the Adaptive
Comparative Judgement System (ACJS) (Pollitt, 2012b) and the Pair-Wise Web Software
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(Humphry et al. 2013–2015), are based on Thurstone’s (1927) law of comparative judgement and have dealt with many of the issues, that in the past inhibited the use of comparative judgement in assessment (Jones & Alcock, 2012; Pollitt, 2012a). These online systems
provide a platform for making comparative judgements of digitised works such as scripts,
recorded performances and portfolios.
The recent use of these digital comparative judgment systems have been for standard
setting (Bramley, 2007; Bramley et al., 1998; Gill & Bramley, 2013), moderation and
marking of scripts and portfolios in areas such as writing (Heldsinger & Humphry,
2010, 2013; Pollitt, 2012b), mathematical problem solving (Jones et al., 2015), science
(McMahon & Jones, 2014), design and visual arts (Newhouse & Tarricone, 2014), design
and technology e-portfolio assessment (Kimbell et al., 2009), scientific and technology enquiry e-portfolio assessment (Davies et al. 2012), oral language assessment (Newhouse,
2011; Pollitt & Murray, 1996), and peer assessment (Jones & Alcock, 2012, 2014;
Seery et al. 2012). These studies have provided evidence of the efficacy in using digital
assessment systems for relative comparative judgement. Many researchers have also
investigated the effectiveness of, and correlation between, absolute analytical marking
and relative comparative judgements. For example, research by Jones, Swan and Pollitt
(2015) investigated the use of comparative judgement, as an alternative to analytical criterion marking methods, to assess constructs such as mathematical problem solving, that
can be somewhat difficult to capture and describe in analytical marking criteria. Their
research involved two studies and two groups of mathematics education experts in
the UK (Group 1 N = 12, Group 2 N = 11). The first study investigated the suitability
of comparative judgements to assess the General Certificate of Secondary Education
(GCSE) final examinations in the UK to determine whether comparative judgement
could replicate the analytical marking using specific criteria. In the first study, Group
1 completed 151 judgements in 105 min, and Group 2 completed 150 judgements in
100 min, and showed that comparative judgement could be used to assess the GCSE.
The second study used comparative judgement to assess mathematical problem solving
skills, using 18 scripts from three tasks. The judgements were correlated with scripts’
grades to determine the validity and reliability of comparative judgements as a measure to
assess summative examinations and problem solving in mathematics. The groups of assessors, in both studies, produced ranked measurement scales with high reliability.

The CSaLT journey to comparative judgements

The Centre for Schooling and Learning Technologies (CSaLT) was formed in 2003 at
Edith Cowan University, Perth Western Australia, with a mission to conduct research
into, and promote the use of, digital technologies to improve schooling. The premise was
that technologies could be used for teaching, learning and assessment (Newhouse, 2010).
Increasingly, research in the Centre has found that the technologies were readily available
in educational institutions but seriously underused especially in high-stakes assessment.
In response to this situation, researchers in CSaLT decided to partner with the Western
Australian curriculum and examination authority in testing the use of digital technologies
in high stakes assessments for tertiary entrance. This decision resulted in three major
studies from 2006 to 2014. Detailed descriptions of the methodologies and results have
been previously reported (e.g., Newhouse, 2011; Newhouse & Tarricone, 2014).
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The first study, from August 2006 to December 2007, was funded by a University collaborative research grant, and involved collaboration between CSaLT and the School
Curriculum and Standards Authority (Newhouse, 2010). The researchers sought to investigate using digital technologies to support alternative forms of external assessment
of student performance in tertiary entrance courses that included a major practical
component (Newhouse, 2008). The focus of this study was the use of digital technologies to ‘capture’ and score performance on practical tasks in an engineering and an
applied IT course. The study involved 13 small teacher-class case studies. During this
study Professor Richard Kimbell from London University was a visiting scholar at the
centre; he introduced the e-scape project, assessing complex practical performance
using evidence collected in digital forms, and the use of comparative judgements for
generating scores (Kimbell, 2012). As a result one of the outcomes of this study was
the successful application of a comparative judgements method of scoring to the
assessment of digital posters created by students under exam conditions. To facilitate
this an online database tool was custom-designed using Filemaker Pro to allow judges
to view pairs of student work and enter their judgements. On completion of all judgements, the researchers exported and analysed the data using RUMMcc software.
The first study was then used as a pilot for a more extensive three-year study investigating the feasibility of using digital representations of work for authentic and reliable
performance assessment in foreign language, engineering, information technology, and
physical education tertiary entrance courses (Newhouse, 2011). The study was funded
by an Australian Research Council Linkage grant, with the local curriculum authority
as the partner again, and also involved collaboration with researchers in the British
e-scape project (Kimbell et al. 2007). For each course, digital forms of assessment
were devised to improve on the standard form of assessment used at the time, with
the evidence (e.g. student work, recording of performance) stored in digital files
within online systems. Assessors accessed these files using online scoring tools to
facilitate analytical marking and comparative judgement. By the second year of the
study a commercial system had been developed by TAG Learning for the e-scape
project (eventually known as ACJS), so this system was used for comparative judgements.
It not only displayed the assessment evidence and captured assessor judgements, it
also included the Rasch mathematical calculations to progressively provide scores and
reliability statistics. As a result, assessors no longer had to make a set number of
judgements before completing the exercise; completion was determined by reaching a
required level of reliability.
Rasch measurement was used to analyse all scoring data to determine reliability coefficients and related statistics. The comparative judgement method, for all four courses,
generated highly reliable sets of scores, with Cronbach’s Alpha and Separation Index
coefficients exceeding 0.9. For all four courses the comparative judgment method
showed higher levels of reliability than analytical marking, but the comparative judgement scores and rankings were typically moderately to highly correlated with the scores
from traditional analytical marking (Newhouse, 2011). Issues related to the time taken
to complete comparative judgments when compared with analytical marking, were
mainly related to file size, download time and the amount of text and pages of the
digital evidence, rather than the time it took to make the comparative judgment. Overall, the study demonstrated the feasibility of using Rasch measurement with analytical
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marking and comparative judgements for the digital assessment of performance as a
reliable and valid alternative to paper-based high-stakes examinations. Ultimately the
researchers found that the comparative judgment method of scoring was more reliable
than analytical marking.
In the third study, which began in 2011 and was completed in 2014 (Newhouse &
Tarricone, 2014) the researchers sought to investigate the efficacy of digitisation for
online analytical marking and comparative judgement methods by building on Dillon
and Brown’s (2006) use of e-portfolios. This study involved three phases; the first
two phases investigated the efficacy of digitisation of student practical work and the
effectiveness of comparative judgement of portfolios for the purpose of summative
assessment in the Visual Arts and Design tertiary entrance courses. Once again the
ACJS was used to facilitate the comparative judgements. In the first phase the
researchers explored the potential of representing practical work in the two courses,
whereas the second phase concerned whether it was feasible for students to create
and submit such representations. The third phase focused solely on the online scoring
of Visual Arts digital portfolios for the purpose of moderation to ensure consistent
standards. The researchers believed that this may be efficiently and effectively accomplished using the approach used in this study to the online scoring of digital
portfolios.
In all three phases of the study the researchers demonstrated that the digitised student work could be efficiently and effectively assessed using online marking systems.
For both courses, there was low consistency between the assessors for analytical
marking, although the combined scores using a Rasch polytomous model exhibited
good reliability. For both there was a high level of internal consistency for the results
of the comparative judgements. For all three phases and for both Visual Arts and
Design, the comparative judgement method generated highly reliable sets of scores,
with Cronbach’s Alpha and Separation Index coefficients for the first two phases
exceeding 0.9. However, in the third phase a reliability coefficient of only 0.88 was
achieved, with the most likely explanation being a lack of a consensus understanding
of the criteria among some of the Visual Arts teachers who were inexperienced with
marking these submissions.

Conclusion
In this paper we have used a range of literature and CSaLT’s eight-year research journey
to argue that the authenticity, validity and reliability of high-stakes summative assessment may be enhanced through the use of the comparative judgement method of
scoring using digital representation of evidence and online tools to facilitate scoring
and feedback. The changing requirements of tertiary courses necessitate that students
be proficient in using a variety of digital technologies to support their learning. The
potential for these technologies to be used for high-stakes assessment is fast becoming a
reality, with the added capacity to use comparative judgement for scoring and Rasch
modeling to analyse the data. The time is now to embrace digital technologies for
high-stakes assessment and consider comparative judgement for scoring as a viable
and reliable alternative to analytical marking, particularly for creative performances
that rely on highly subjective judgements.
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